
 

SHOE DEN 
When it comes to Metal Shoe Rack, Shoe Den comes first. Shoe Den is the only 

shoe rack brand in India which has the strongest distribution network all states 

of India. Shoe Den is in business from last 2012 with its manufacturing 

workshop and factory in Hyderabad named as Mehar Industries. The 

Manufacturing team is highly skilled and experienced engineers makes it 

reliable for the production of shoe rack at mass scale. 

 

It comes with safe and secure locking system, We are serving best quality shoe 

rack, long lasting and powered with advanced central locking system in many 

regions in India such as Mumbai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Pune, Bangalore, Kolkata, 

Thane city, Navi Mumbai, Vadodara, Surat, Jaipur, Lucknow, Patna, 

Bhubaneshwar, Cuttack, Kolkata and many more. 

https://www.shoeden.net/
https://meharindustries.in/
https://www.shoeden.net/


 

SHOE DEN HYDERABAD 

Shoe Den Shoe rack is the most popular space saving metal shoe 

rack brand in Hyderabad. We do regular exhibitions and promotional 

events in Hyderabad for Shoe Den Shoe Rack. Every year we Shoe 

Den participates and support several events and exhibitions. Being 

our manufacturing station in Hyderabad makes it very affordable and 

trusted shoe rack brand in Hyderabad. We are providing delivery and 

installation facilities within Hyderabad and Secundarabad as well as 

nearby cities for our Shoe Den Shoe Rack. With many distributors on 

ground level we are also available with our online stores for booking 

Shoe Den Shoe racks. With this it makes very easy for our valuable 

customers to place Shoe Den Shoe rack buy online. 

 

https://www.shoeden.net/
https://www.shoeden.net/shop/
https://www.shoeden.net/


SHOE DEN by MEHAR 

INDUSTRIES 

Shoe Den Shoe rack is the manufactured product under Mehar 

Industries Brand. With this we deliver direct from our factory Mehar 

Industries to several parts of India. Majorly we deliver in Southern 

part of India as well as west India such as Mumbai, Pune. We have 

also setup our Shoe Den Shoe Rack with focusing on B2C market. 

 

 

HOW SHOE DEN OPERATES ONLINE 

ORDERS? 

With Our thousands of Distributions network, we collect orders from 

our online ecommerce portal. Our Shoe Den Online Store is powered 

with latest technology which makes it easy for customer to find all 

information about Shoe Den and book it online with few clicks. 

Whether a customer is in Delhi, Mumbai, Hyderabad, Pune, Thane 

https://meharindustries.in/
https://meharindustries.in/
https://www.shoeden.net/


City, Kolkata, Secundarabad, Surat and many more popular cities in 

India. Contact us for More Information about Shoe Den. 

 

https://www.shoeden.net/contact-us/
https://www.shoeden.net/

